A Collaboration To Create The Belvedere Collection.

Over 130 Pieces to Debut
at High Point Market October 23, 2016.

PRESS RELEASE
Los Angeles, CA September 12, 2016 - Distinctive home furnishing and San Francisco
based décor manufacturer PALECEK is thrilled to announce their collaboration with
Kirk Nix. As the founder of the leading KNA Design firm based in Los Angeles, Kirk
specializes in luxury hotels and fine residential properties. Having mastered residential and hospitality interior design, Kirk’s inaugural collaboration with PALECEK is
the physical manifestation of years-worth of bottled-up personal design concepts
coupled with high luxury interior design experience. The result of this dynamic partnership is the 130 piece Belvedere collection: a holistic, integrated, and eclectic
combination that reflects PALECEK’s inimitable mastery of natural materials imbued
with Kirk Nix’s high luxury design aesthetic.
The Belvedere collection will introduce two new PALECEK hardwood finishes: midnight and fossil. The finishes were calibrated specifically to capture the commanding symmetry existing between the most elemental divergence of dark and light.
Additionally, the exhilaration of travel is represented through hammered metals,
hand crafted glasses, and exquisite marquetry details which serve as sophisticated
mediums through which PALECEK and Kirk Nix’s design ideas take form. At once inviting and intriguing, the highly anticipated Belvedere collection will debut at High
Point Market in North Carolina on October 23rd.
With over forty years in the furniture industry, PALECEK has established their reputation as a trendsetter and pioneer in the furniture industry. By maintaining a foundation built on providing high quality product, the company has developed a loyal
customer base for their expansive travel-inspired product line. PALECEK’s international influence goes hand in hand with the designs of Kirk Nix, whose interior design work can be seen in iconic destinations worldwide.
Kirk Nix shares his enthusiasm for the collaboration, “Andrew Palecek and I are

looking to fill a void in the market segment looking for high style at the right price
point. The innovative collection will preview at the fall market in High Point, North
Carolina to much anticipation. We have created an orchestra of comfort, refined
attention to detail and sensory pleasure. These pieces have been skillfully executed
to ensure that consumer expectations are not only met, but ideally redefined.” Chief
Creative Officer, Andrew T. Palecek, adds, “It was a pleasure collaborating with Kirk
to create this incredible collection that celebrates Kirk’s years of luxury influence
and showcases Palecek’s mastery of natural materials. Kirk’s experience informs this
unique product story and highlights the best practices from both the residential and
hospitality design worlds. We are thrilled to introduce these 130 new pieces as a
bold, contemporary addition to the PALECEK line.”

About Kirk Nix:
Kirk Nix is an international name in luxury design. As the lead and founder of Los Angeles based KNA Design firm, Kirk has been the artistic eye behind everything from
five-star hotels, gourmet restaurants, and sprawling estates across many continents.
Venetian, Ritz Carlton, Conrad, MGM, Fairmont, Caesar’s Palace, Starwood, and Disney are but a few of the brands that regularly turn to Kirk for interior design branding.
In addition to his extensive interior design portfolio, Kirk has also designed collections
of lighting, fabric, mirrors, rugs and furniture. www.kirknix.com
www.knadesign.com

About PALECEK:
Based in the San Francisco Bay Area, PALECEK is a preferred national and international wholesaler of individually designed and globally sourced handcrafted furniture, accessories, and lighting. Specializing in domestic finishing with custom color

options, domestic upholstery, and inspired by a network of artisans from around the
world, PALECEK creates its signature look by combining the best natural materials
with top quality construction and domestic customization, resulting in pieces that
function beautifully in both residential and hospitality environments. PALECEK has
permanent to-the-trade-only showrooms in Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, Las Vegas,
High Point, New York, and San Francisco. www.palecek.com
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